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In the frame of the final activities of NERIES JR4 task B2 I have analyzed ellipticities computed by
frequency-time analysis for 8 models : M2.1, M2.3, M10.1, M10.3, N101, N102, N103, N104.

The first models M2.1, M2.3, M10.3 present relatively shallow surface layers, the M10.1 and N10x include
deep surface layers. Strong Vs-contrasts are present in M2.1, M10.1, M10.3 (with Vs-inversion), N103, N104.
N101 and N102 are marked by Vs-gradients with small Vs-inversions in N102.
All curves are plotted against theoretical ellipticities (modes 0, 1 and 2, see pages 5 - 12). The parameters used
for the frequency-time analysis are
- the morlet parameter, m, with the following values : 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
- the length of the signal : 13.5 min, 40.5 min, 121.5 min (101.25 min for N101)
- the number of peaks selected per minute for analysis of the .max file: 5, 10, 20.
- mean and media curves of maxima diagrams (plus manually picked curves for best results).
These parameter variations had been defined during the last JR4 B2 meeting in November 2007.
A table has been established where the results should be inserted. Due to the number of models and curves to
be analyzed (864 curves in total = 8*6*3*3*2!) I have decided to include all results in an excel-file (annex).
There the fit of each curve with respect to the corresponding ellipticity is given by semi-quantitative
evaluation of
- the misfit of peak in %: abs(theor. peak freq. – computed peak freq.)/theor. peak freq.*100
- the misfit of trough in %: abs(theor. trough freq. – computed trough freq.)/theor. trough freq.*100
- the match of left flank in % : freq. interval of matching L-flank/ (peak freq.-lower freq scale limit)*100
- the match of right flank in % : freq. interval of matching R-flank/ (trough freq.- peak freq.)*100
- high freq. part fit : qualitative estimate from 1 (no fit) – 2 (good fit)

The final quality factor is computed on the basis of these fits:
(% of L-flank fit + 2* % of R-flank fit – %misfit of peak - % misfit of trough) * SQRT (H-Freq- fit)/10
The 2* indicates double weight of right flank, the SQRT (H-freq-fit) means lower weighting of high frequency
part. The /10 has no special meaning (facilitates interpretation).
The parameter combinations allowing for good fits are outlined in orange, and for best fits per model in red. In
the graphs below the best results are marked by a red dot – the exact parameter value combination for the best
fit is shown in the title of the graph. For these combinations, I extracted also a manually picked H/V curve and
plotted it against corresponding mean and median curves (magenta curves in graphs marked by red dot).
In the following, the quality of the computed ellipticity curves is analyzed with respect to the :
- model
- the m-parameter, the signal length and number of maxima (peaks) per minute.
No clear distinction could be made between the fits of corresponding mean and media curves.
The Models :
- Model M2.1 : The strong Vs-contrast within the model is represented by the clear peak of all computed
curves generally fitting the M0 peak. The location of the peak is stable for all parameter combinations.
- Model M2.3 : The weak Vs-contrast within the model is represented by the flat peak of all computed
curves. Most curves fit the flat peak and the M0 ellipticity curve over the analyzed frequency range.
- Model M10.1 : For this model with Vs-contrasts between deep surface and bedrock layers, different
parameter combinations produce different H/V ratios - none is matching the M0 ellipticity
fundamental peak at 0.7 Hz. Here, the second theoretical M0 peak and the first M1 peak seem to
influence the computed curves in the intermediate frequency range. At high frequency the fitting of
M0 curve is good for all analyses.
- Model 10.3 : For this model all analyses produce a peak with clear right flank but bad fitting on the left
flank and of peak location.
- Model N101 : The weak Vs-gradient induces a weak ellipticity peak (at 0.8 Hz). Still, most computed
curves fit the theoretical M0-curve almost over the entire analyzed frequency range.
- Model N102 : The strong Vs-gradient produces a clear ellipticity peak. Most computed curves fit the
theoretical M0-curve almost over the entire analyzed frequency range.
- Model N103 : All curves produce a good peak roughly matching the M0 ellipticity peak. The trough is
not will expressed due to the presence of a more or less well-developed second peak close to M1
ellipticity peak. At high frequency the fitting of M0 curve is generally good.
- Model N104 : The double Vs-contrast between the 2 surface and the bedrock layer induces two peaks
at 0.75 Hz and 3 Hz. The first matches the fundamental M0 peak, the second matches the left flank of
the second M0 peak. At high frequency the fitting of M0 ellipticity curve is varying.
The m-parameter, signal length and number of maxima per minute:
- The m-parameter value allowing for a good fitting of the theoretical M0-ellipticity curve for most of
the models, i.e. M2.1, N101, N102, N104, is 8. For M2.3 and N103, m=1 revealed to be the best
choice, but m=0.5 and m=2 produces very similar results. For one model, M10.3, m=16 allows for the
best fitting.
- The signal length allowing for the best fitting of the M0-ellipticity is 40.5 min for the following
models: M2.1, M10.3, N101 (but here also 121.5 produces curves with the same matching), N102,
N104. For M2.3, the short signal of 13.5 min produced the best result. For N103, the long 121 min
signal allows for the best fitting of M0-ellipticity.
- Nppm=10 allows for most of the good M0-ellipticity fits : for M2.1, M2.3, N102, N103, N104. For
M10.3 nppm=20 is the best choice, for N101 it is nppm=5.
- For M10.1 fitting of M0-ellitpticity curve cannot be obtained with any parameter combination – here,
manual picking has not been performed.

From the parameter analysis above, it can be concluded that the parameter combination allowing for most of
the good fits is : 40.5 min + m=8 + nppm=10
– it is actually the case for the following models : shallow surface layer model M2.1, deep Vs-gradient model
N101, N102 with Vs-gradient and intermediate depth of surface layers, deep N104 model with thick
intermediate layer. For models with thin and medium-thick surface layers (but covered by thin very low Vs
layer – e.g. N104), higher m-values generally produce good results. For the very deep N103 model, lower mvalues combined with long signal duration produce the best results.
Comparing manually picked curves – following the maxima crest - with mean and media curves, it can be
observed that on average, the automatically produced curves better fit the M0-ellipticity. The manually picked
curves lie generally well above the M0-ellipticity curve (for a better overview on the efficiency of manual
picking I refer also to the report by B. Endrun who performed more manual picking).
For some models, higher frequency-peaks/modes seem to influence the computed ellipticity and make the
analysis difficult. This is particularly the case for M10.1 where the first M0 and M1 peaks are very close to
each other and the M0 ellipticity presents a strong second peak. Here, especially low m-values produced
wrong peaks combining the influence of first M0 and M1 peaks and the second M0 peak. The higher m-values
produce peaks in the range of the M0 peak, but here double peaks still are present. Thus, to reveal such
multiple influences it is useful to make tests with very low and high m-values – even if the peak is welldeveloped (see single – but wrong - peak for m=0.5 in model M10.1).
For M10.1, the wrong peak seems to be primarily influenced by the second M0 peak, this is likely to be due to
the similar Vs-contrasts between first and second as wellas second and third layer (see also strong second peak
in N104 with two surface layers – but here both peaks are well reproduced).
An example of clear influence of the first M1 peak is given by model N103. Here, the first M1 peak is located
at the trough of M0 – therefore, the latter is not well reproduced.

Is the parameter combination influenced by the location of the first peak and trough?
Previous investigations (with experimental data) suggest that longer recordings are needed if the first M0-peak
is located at low frequencies. This can be confirmed by this analysis – the only case where the long signal
significantly improved the analysis is for the deep N103 model producing an M0-peak at 0.2 Hz. However, in
general the 40.5 min signal produces at least as good results as the long 121.5(101) min signals – and in most
cases the results are even better. The ellipticities extracted from short recordings of 13.5 min are not
significantly worse than those of the other signals. However, it seems that for short recordings, it is preferable
to use lower nppm values (typically nppm=5) since those curves are generally above the 40.5 and 121.5 min
curves (lower nppm drag the curves to lower amplitude values).
Note, especially the trough is better reproduced for longer signals. Indeed, the only model where the short
signals revealed to be best to reproduce the M0-ellipticity curve is M2.3 where the theoretical ellipticity does
no present any clear peak or trough.
There is apparently no direct relation between m-values producing best fitting of M0-ellipticity curves and
location of the first peak.
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Simple model with strong Vs- contrast

Weak Vs- contrast

Strong Vs- contrast with two surface layers (similar contrast between layer 1 and 2 and 2 and 3).
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Vs-gradient and Vs-inversion

Strong Vs-contrast with surficial gradient

Strong Vs-contrast with 2 surface layers.

